
                                                    Hockey: What the top coaches don't tell you

Most coaches, especially the lower level coaches tend to focus a lot of time on skill training. Although this is  
right for junior players, this may not necessarily be right for training a team. The following information is  
relevant to a coach who is involved in real team coaching.

A top coach will hardly ever teach a specific skill session with their players because all players have different 
needs. Instead their sessions will have a purpose which relates back to the game and reflects what the  
coach would like to see happen in their next game. Deciding what is going to be relevant to your team isn't  
easy though so you could take the following steps to decide:

Before planning consider the following :
 

Look at which team you are playing next, what do you know about them?
Have you played them before, if so what happened? 
Are they above or below your team in the league?
How many goals have they scored and conceded compared to other teams? 
Which player has scored most their goals or is it an even spread? 
Are their goals scored from short corners or open play?

All these things can be found out online and give you an indication of if your next opposition are defensively  
or attacking minded (if you don't complete this minimum amount of research then you might not be serving 
your players as a team coach).

Once you have considered all these factors, including your own team's strengths and weaknesses, then you  
can start planning a session with purpose!

The key to a good session is to keep it active, simple and to have a clear purpose of what you want to  
achieve. Remember to explain the purpose and the reasoning behind the session to your players too so that  
they can train with their next game in mind!

Research - Plan - Train - Focus - Execute and WIN!

Note that each week's focus may not always be a new thing to learn, it is purely a way of making your 
players focus on a relevant area of skill or a tactic for their up and coming match.
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Coaching with purpose is key
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Session Planning Tips

"The best coaches plan so that they can spend the session coaching." 

Here at Sportplan we think that he who fails to plan, plans to fail. That's why we think it's important to plan 
ahead when coaching and have included some Sportplan tips to help you get started.

       Why plan? 

Well-planned sessions are more like to stay on track and help you to achieve your objectives 
Planning sessions helps you to visualize and prepare for the session - predicting potential problems 
and plan around them 
Avoid running haphazard sessions by having a back up plan, in case of bad weather or low/high  
turn-out of players 
Well-planned sessions can be shared with and easily used by other coaches, in case you can't be  
there to coach your team yourself 
All your sessions are automatically saved on Sportplan - so you can review your old plans, use the 
parts that worked well and change the bits that didn't to improve your future coaching

       Getting started?

A bit stuck for where to start? Well try using these brainstorming and session planning ideas as a 
springboard:

Focus on one aspect that you would like to improve (only one). This could be anything from skills to  
tactics or team movement. 
Just like a good story, make sure your sessions have a beginning (warm up), a middle (skill/tactical  
development) and an end (final game to reinforce learned skill) 
Ensure all aspects of your session incorporate this focus. For example, if you're working on passing 
make sure your warm up, drills and final game work on passing! 
Make sure you've got enough equipment (bibs, cones, balls etc). It's always better to have too much 
rather than too little! 
Ensure there's a logical order to the session, from warm up to final game. This will help things flow  
smoothly and helps your players to get the most out of the session 

Lastly - make sure everyone is safe and don't be afraid to veer off course, remember, a plan is just that, a  
plan and if something important comes up at training don't be afraid to go with it!

Bram van Asselt
Senior Coach,
Editor of Sportplan Hockey
Founder of Sportplan Ltd 
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